The writing of narratives is a frequently used educational tool in teacher education. This activity has several aims, such as bridging the gap between theory and practice, transforming experience into knowledge, and fostering consciousness and reflexivity among prospective teachers. We consider that the writing of narratives, framed with some guidelines, represents a mean to build professional knowledge. To get a better insight into the processes involved in the writing of narratives, this article examines the cognitive and discursive mechanisms that underlie professional development. We rely on indicators of professional development observed through a psycholinguistic analysis of narrative texts. This type of text analysis is anchored in a Vygotskian perspective, according to which language; thinking and action are interdependent in the constitution of an individual's system of mental representations. In this article, we present an educational artifact for narrative writing, a grid for the analysis of discourses in the context of teacher education (the Analysis of Discourses About Professional Apprenticeship grid), our methodological framework and some results. The use of this grid is illustrated with examples of the prospective teachers' narratives and questionings. Finally, we suggest that professional knowledge results from the convergence between enunciative undertakings, regulations of action, and conceptions and reflective spectrum. This convergence determines the strength of professional knowledge built. Moreover, the texts that have been analyzed reveal the fundamental questionings the trainee teachers have when faced with the task of textualizing their professional knowledge as well as the meaning they give to their activity.
of writing presents two aspects: It is a process-that is, a mechanism for reflection and the improvement of teaching practice-as well as a product, a demonstration of the evidence of teaching expertise (Berrill & Addison, 2010 , p. 1178 . Thus, it is considered a powerful tool for promoting the trainee's reflection and professional growth (Berrill & Addison, 2010; Ciuffetelli Parker, 2010; Connelly & Clandinin, 2006; Doyle & Carter, 2003) . In the context of teacher education, narrative writing assignments are aimed at inciting the students to articulate their field experiences in the light of theoretical contributions. In that way, narrative writing in teacher education is an artifact aimed at reframing experience to transform it into professional knowledge.
By looking more closely at writing as a representation of the reflection process, the Theory, Actions, Languages, and Knowledge (TALK) research group 1 has elaborated a grid of professional development indicators to grasp the development of the prospective teachers 2 by analyzing their narratives. We want to understand the processes at stake in the appropriation of professional knowledge. We claim that the study of the prospective teachers' narratives tells us much about the discursive and cognitive mechanisms by which teachers learn and build professional knowledge.
In this article, 3 we begin by explaining the role writing can play in teacher development. Then we explore a theoretical framework linking writing, reflexivity, and professional knowledge.
After this, we present the Analysis of Discourses About Professional Apprenticeship (ADAP) grid and describe a typical narrative writing artifact, and the type of data and the methodological guidelines of our work. Finally, we present some interpretations of narratives, the outcomes, our conclusions, and the implications for teacher trainers.
FUNCTIONS OF WRITING IN TEACHER EDUCATION
Most teacher education programs involve practical work experience as well as academic knowledge. Prospective teachers are exposed to knowledge from educational studies or other scientific fields applied to education (such as psychology, sociology, history, or economics) and to experience from internships. In such training contexts, the challenge for these prospective teachers is to connect the so-called "theoretical" part with the "practical" part of the program. To meet this challenge, "in between" settings have been created such as portfolios or seminars analyzing teaching practices. In such settings, writing plays an important role, underlined by expressions such as "writing to learn" (Vanhulle, 2005) or "becoming a teacher through writing" (Ciuffetelli Parker, 2010 , p. 1258 .
However, what precisely are the functions assigned to writing in teacher education? Here, we summarize some of the proposals found in the literature on teacher education. Then we discuss the role of writing. This will provide the guidelines for our own writing artifact, based on a Vygotskian perspective, one that postulates close links between language and "professional development."
Write to Bridge the Gap Between Theory and Practice
In an analysis assessing the current research on teacher education in Québec, Vanhulle and Lenoir (2005) argue that the articulation between "theory and practice" is one of the most cited issues in debates about teacher education. As a matter of fact, scholars have pointed out several problems prevailing in teacher education regarding this. Here, we underline three factors of incoherence and weakness: (a) The articulation between the professional field and academic courses-in a paper debating professional teacher learning in the United States, Feiman-Nemser (2001) points out the fact that people responsible for field experience do not work closely with people who teach academic and professional knowledge. In the French context, in a paper assessing the quality of the articulation between traditional training situations and the situation of collaborative mentoring in the classroom, Chaliès, Bertone, Flavier, and Durand (2008) criticize the traditional mentoring situations for the same reason. (b) The value of scientific knowledge according to student teachers-in the French context, Beillerot (1991) discusses the link between educational studies and teacher education. He notes that students consider knowledge from educational studies as useless because it is seldom directly applicable in the classroom. (c) The students' role in bridging theory and practice and the tensions they encounter-in a paper presenting different forms of professional training settings comprising periods of field internships and their evolution in Europe, Vanhulle, Merhan, and Ronveaux (2007) point out that, in most circumstances, students are themselves responsible for bridging the gap between theoretical courses and their practical experiences. Ottesen (2007) , in a research paper on mentoring dialogues, stresses that student teachers are "concurrent participants in several practices: they are students in university courses, student teachers in the practice school, and often teachers in the classroom" (p. 613). These conflicting roles increase the difficulty for students to bridge the gap between theory and practice. These elements explain why teacher education lacks coherence and why student teachers find it difficult to link field experiences with academic courses.
To minimize these problems, teacher educators develop artifacts that lead students to link their field experience to academic knowledge. These artifacts give priority to instruments aimed at the reflective analysis of practice, following the principle of reflexivity anchored in the practicum, as defined in Schön's works (Schön, 1983) . Among these artifacts, writing is often proposed as an effective tool to become a reflective practitioner. The fundamental target is to facilitate a thorough integration of theory and practice to sustain a solid professional culture or professional thought. In these artifacts, and according to us, discursive strategies aimed at assessing concrete practices and conceptualizing them play an important part. We therefore argue that the resources of language act as a mediating mechanism between experience and knowledge, between spontaneous concepts and scientific conceptual generalization.
These artifacts are often based on narrative inquiry. We consider with others (Attard, 2012; Doyle & Carter, 2003) that writing enables prospective teachers to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Encouraging students to narrate their experiences while referring to knowledge from the academic curriculum can lead them to review their experience, explain things they have observed, and put conceptual words on things they have lived, thus entailing a form of continuous learning (Clandinin & Connelly, 2004 ) using various narrative forms. Pastré, 2013) ; and finally, having an experience is not in itself sufficient to create knowledge (Fenstermacher & Sanger, 1998) 
The simple having of an experience may be a sufficient basis for the forming of a belief or of an opinion, but it is not sufficient for laying claim to knowing or having knowledge. To do the latter, one is obligated to take further steps. (pp. 476-477) The writing of narratives is a way to take these further steps provided the following conditions are met: Students see the "internal good" and not only the "external good" in the writing of narratives (Darling, 2001 ) and their experience is revisited in the light of theoretical concepts. By doing so, prospective teachers can reconfigure the meaning of what they have experienced (Vanhulle, 2011) . In this context, prospective teachers often write about critical situations that they had to cope with in the classroom. By writing about these situations, which reveal their concerns, they can analyze them and distance themselves from them, shed light on them with theories and concepts, and then possibly transform them into professional knowledge.
Write to Foster Consciousness and Reflexivity
Writing can become a means to think reflexively. The writing of narratives and the use of tools such as portfolios of reflective texts (Lyons & Freidus, 2004; Vanhulle, 2009 ) requires writing in the I-form (Ricard-Fersing & Crinon, 2004) while at the same time distancing oneself from personal practice, reasoning, and adopting an interpretative attitude. In such settings, students are encouraged to explore, reformulate, and question theories while they analyze and interpret their practice and intellectual trajectory. The aim here is to become a reflective practitioner (Schön, 1983) and to develop a "reflective self" (Ottesen, 2007) -that is, a person who elaborates professional knowledge based on his or her representations, observations, and interactions with others, someone who has a critical and a creative reflection about pedagogical and didactic theories and about the role of school education and teachers in society.
In short, many researchers consider writing to be an effective tool for professional development. In our research program, we use narratives as a discursive genre joining two positions together: writing to learn and writing to develop a reflective self. Through writing, one becomes a reflective practitioner by learning concepts. It means that concepts are linked in a systemic and systematic reflection about facts and phenomena that are observed or experienced in real-life work situations. It implies to examine scientific concepts and their heuristic implications: Scientific concepts can provide a frame to spontaneous and nonconscious concepts arising from experience. In this sense, narratives can be thought of as a holistic genre, linking both conceptual and experiential ways of learning. Our research and the design of our teacher training are grounded in a Vygotskian perspective explored in the following section.
WRITING AND DEVELOPMENT
The postulate that writing has an effect on professional growth is based on the Vygotskian conception of psychological development: verbal language, speech, discussion, argumentation, explanation, or self-expression all represent factors of psychological development, beyond the elementary biological expressive and communicative functions of language. More particularly, writing appears as a powerful sign system sustaining the development of consciousness, in Vygotsky's terms (Vygotski, 1997), written language is linked with the intervention of consciousness and with the presence of an intention (Vanhulle, 2005) . This means that writing acts as a substantial metacognitive monitoring of thought (Sarig, 1996) and a powerful means of appropriating concepts and linking them with new ways of interpreting realities and solving problems:
The relation of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual movement backward and forth from thought to word and from word to thought. In that process, the relation of thought to word undergoes changes that themselves may be regarded as developmental in the functional sense. Thought is not merely expressed in words; it comes into [socially intelligible] existence through them. Every thought tends to connect something with something else [intentionality] , to establish a relation between things. Every thought moves, grows and develops, fulfils a function, solves a problem. (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 125) As we will further see, this proposition motivates us to view writing tasks in teacher education as a good way to develop high-level practitioners. In doing so, we assume that writing does, under the aforementioned circumstances, lead to the construction of professional knowledge. Artifacts introduced into education are designed to stimulate a dialectic relationship between "thought and words." This relationship not only depends on the mental structure of the writer but also on the social context framing written production. As Milian Gubern (2005) explains, this idea calls forth an integrative vision of cognitive and social perspectives in the studies of written composition-building up on the first studies in the field of cognitive psychology such as Hayes and Flower (1980) which only distinguished two separate contexts: the individual's mental context and the social "rhetorical" context, without any variation (Milian Gubern, 2005, p. 60 ).
Meaning-Making: A Historical Anchorage in Human Experience
At the end of Thought and Language, Vygotsky states that "the word is a direct expression of the historical nature of human consciousness. . . . A word relates to consciousness as a living cell relates to a whole organism, as an atom relates to the universe. A word is a microcosm of human consciousness" (1962, p. 262) . In this sense, the sign is bifacial, both significant and signifier: "word meaning is a phenomenon of thinking only to the extent that thought is connected with the word and embodied in it" (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 66) . Two ideas here are strongly interconnected: (a) The meaning of the words is anchored in a historical process which structures the appropriation of concepts by the subjects beyond their singular hic et nunc experiences; (b) the subjective appropriation of concepts through words constitutes the basis of the subjects' psychological development.
Words, because they are concepts, are generalizations. How can generalizations give form to human thought and activity? Not only by intellectually appropriating the meaning of words, but by experiencing this meaning, in an almost physical sense, at the heart of the situations we are confronted to "a word acquires its sense from the context in which it appears; in different contexts, it changes its sense. Meaning remains stable throughout the changes of sense" (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 266) . So "the dictionary meaning of a word is no more than a stone in the edifice of sense" (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 266) . The process of "meaning-making" is complemented through discourses varying in accordance with different contexts in a dialectical movement between spontaneous concepts and generalizing concepts.
In this sense, discourse functions as a challenge to give reality a consistent and persuasive form through the use of concepts articulated in relevant speech acts. On this basis, words invested with concepts are interlinked in sentences, sentences in paragraphs, paragraphs in a text constructed as a coherent whole. This coherence also depends on an anchorage in discursive genres. These genres are historically and socially framed, both in terms of available knowledge contents and discursive forms to shape and speak about those contents (Volochinov, 1977) .
Through the use of discursive genres, writing provides tools to describe facts or to relate events to their temporal, spatial, and interpersonal parameters. Therefore, writing consists in redefining and reconfiguring concrete situations using a set of concepts, ideas, or norms in a textual formalization. This formalization, in the case of the narrative genre, attributes a significant status to parts of the experience selected by the subject. In doing so, the subject consciously transforms his or her experience into an experience of the experience.
Regarding the Vygotskian approach, how can we define professional knowledge?
Taking Initial Concerns Into Account
We first argue that professional knowledge emerges from basic pragmatic questionsincluding epistemic as well as affective components-things that prospective teachers are concerned about such as "How shall I ensure a good classroom climate?" "When must I decide to punish and why?" "How can I know that I'm a good teacher?". Identifying such pragmatic but also existential concerns is essential for any teacher education artifact not only oriented toward a productive goal warranting efficient teachers in terms of their instrumental abilities but also toward the constructive finality of producing social actors with a consistent professional "self," who are capable of change and adaptation. It is argued here that activity alone is not what constitutes a basis for reflection and knowledge but rather the motivations conducting this activity. In other terms, the narrating of practical experience constitutes a crucial tool to create knowledge from the different events student teachers have encountered. Under these conditions, writing can offer a way to resolve the tension existing between "being a student who learns about teaching" and "being a future teacher who teaches" in the sense that by stepping from the teacher's position to "a student who learns about teaching" position, the prospective teacher distances himself or herself from the practical experience and, by doing so, develops a reflective self. To be more complete, we must say that our design includes peer interactions as a tool to analyze professional practices.
Stimulating a Developmental Process by Acknowledging Prospective Teachers' Concerns
Taking into account the prospective teachers' concerns is a good basis to stimulate psychological developmental processes supporting the development of professional knowledge because these concerns motivate the prospective teachers to use the resources of discourse to develop a reflective attitude and to make sense of their professional activity and identity. To some extent, "professional development" must be understood as a form of psychical development in terms of cognitive, affective, and social abilities emerging from a reflective self. In the Vygotskian perspective, this development includes psychological functions such as memory, analysis, and conscious attention to phenomena that contribute to change the conceptual system. But students are not only cognitive subjects, they are also humans with bodies and emotions! If we take into account the importance of the human subject in Vygotsky's thought beyond his functional psychological point of view (Sève, 2013) , we must also integrate introspection, for example, focusing on personal motivations, interests, values, beliefs, and so forth, that contribute to transform the affective system underlying both action and interpretation of reality.
The Suitability of Narrative Discourse Genre as Tool for Development
Because of the crucial status of experience in its construction, the building of professional knowledge is anchored in a "narrative principle" defined by the simple human questionings we have mentioned earlier This narrative principle shapes the preconceptions the prospective teacher has of his or her future professional activity, through a "discourse genre" Bronckart (1996) calls "narrative". This genre can take on two principal forms: an interactive story, where the author is directly engaged in the situation, using a present verbal modus; and a narrative style that reconfigures the past experience (Ricoeur, 1986) where the past verbal modus predominates and the style is more distant. In our writing artifact, interactive stories about recent critical situations that have been experienced in the workplace are discussed between peers. But to take a more distant and generalizing point of view about the teachers' activity, narratives are written later on to generate a critical perspective beyond the contextual events. This allows us to consider narrative discourse as a tool for mental development, insofar as it restructures spontaneous concepts toward a more scientific conceptualization (Vygotsky, 1997).
A Reduplication of Experience
In other terms, the genre of narrative discourse, with its expositive components, represents a cultural instrument or a mediation tool that allows the individual to "artificially" disclose his or her own experience by means of a socio-discursive process and to share his or her text with readers, either present or distant, thus creating a more universal representation of his or her professional activity (Ricoeur, 1986) .
Vygotsky viewed the human mechanism as making present artificially (culturally) that which interests the group or subject, that which makes present (re-presents) by means of psychological instruments. We are no longer confronted with a subject governed by the naturel context (i.e., a direct relation between that which is present and action). Instead, we are confronted with subjects who present that context which interests them, a context that is artificially built, or mediated (re-present-action). (Del Río & Alvarez, 1995, p. 233) Discourse here functions as the psychological instrument that shapes this "re-presentaction." One can further argue that narratives can act as mediation mechanism between doing and saying. Vygotsky emphasized the idea of the reduplication of experience to describe the process whereby what he calls "cultural activity systems" and language provide psychological tools to bridge the gap between actions, meaning, and intention to create meaningful actions.
Thus, we argue that this way of expressing the teacher's initial questioning is a basis, albeit not exhaustive, to create professional knowledge. However, these preoccupations should be expressed accurately rather than being simple basic questions such as "What's exactly at stake? Where is the problem? Do I understand tasks or targets regarding classroom management, pupils' processes of learning, content knowledge appropriation, my own skills, my teacher identity, and my integration in the school's organization?" Such questions initiate a semiotic and cognitive process to direct reflexive thinking-as intellectual inquiry about the practical activities the teachers are involved in-toward the future to cope with possible upcoming new experiences (Buysse & Vanhulle, 2010) . Following Buysse (2011), we adopt the notion of "reflective spectrum" to distinguish four different objects of reflexivity: contextual, focused on concrete aspects regarding the workplace and the pupils; technical, focused on teaching tools; critical, focused on aims, meaning, the teachers' roles, and missions; and self-centered, which means focused on beliefs and knowledge acquired through both personal life and work-based experience. In addition, we study traces of regulations (Allal & Saada-Robert, 1992 )-that is, processes of change concerning different systems: conceptions; actions; and affective underlying elements of values, beliefs, interests, and motivations.
From Thought to Word and From Word to Thought
According to our conceptual framework, the cognitive-semiotic process aimed at building professional knowledge includes the following components:
• an integration in an "order of discourse": regulations, academic references, and expectations in terms of scientific knowledge, practical abilities, roles attributed to students as learners and as prospective teachers, objectives of the internship training course, and social interactions with trainers (university supervisors and workplace mentors); • a critical and creative use of rules, trainers' advice, and ideas or precepts, all exchanged through peer interaction; • a critical and creative use of scientific concepts sustaining a more complex representation of the initial questioning and going beyond the level of spontaneous concepts and exclusive self-centered references; • the understanding by prospective teachers of the potential scientific concepts can have on the analysis of one's involvement in action, even if concepts do not provide certitudes or truth but only transitional bases for possible actions in reality-that is, concepts that allow the prospective teacher to create relations about rules of action, teaching techniques, or problem solving beyond a simple adaptation to direct situations. These pragmatic and meaningful uses of concepts reinforce the link-the functionally inseparable unity-between saying and doing (Bruner, 1990, p. 19 ); • a reflective mental attitude consisting in operating what Dewey called "valuations" (Dewey, 1938) : What means are relevant for which desirable ends? What will be the outcomes of such action or decision? How can we cope with a dilemma and deal with conflicting criteria? These valuations encourage the expression of motives ("because," "in order to"), values, and intentions (Schütz, 1987 (Schütz, /2008 .
Incorporating these features into the building of professional knowledge entails that the students are involved in their own reflexive discourse and committed to the internal goods of narratives (Darling, 2001) . They imply that students fully endorse their position of speaker, an "I-form": Even without always saying "I," the narrative is clearly a first-person perspective, through the lexical, textual, and grammatical choices he or she operates. His or her discourse is necessarily based on different forms of self-implication affecting contents, speech roles, modalities, the reflective spectrum and points of view, the reporting of the discourses of others, the degrees of dialogization (Fairclough, 2003) and the taking into account of others' voices.
All the features we have listed earlier have led our research group TALK to construct a grid, called the "ADAP grid." This grid is the result of a long-term research program, 4 elaborated through several stages, and based on the study of the narratives of prospective teachers in different contexts (primary and secondary teacher education). This grid is aimed at describing and understanding their professional development and reflexivity through their discourse, whereby the narratives are seen as a process and not only as a product. The grid is in tabular form, organizing the features into indicators that help us describe and understand how contents and enunciation work together in the process of building professional knowledge.
THE ANALYSIS OF DISCOURSES ABOUT PROFESSIONAL APPRENTICESHIP GRID
In this section, we present the ADAP grid (see Appendix). In terms of research, the indicators of the grid are not evaluative; what is of interest to us is not the prospective teachers' abilities to write but the processes of building professional knowledge. On a methodological plan, it involves a double approach, descriptive as well as inferential, aimed at producing inferences about the links between mental and linguistic processes. This grid aims at enlightening the prospective teachers' meaning of professional activity.
EDUCATIONAL ARTIFACTS FOR NARRATIVE WRITING
To develop the prospective teachers' reflexive reasoning through writing, the TALK research group has designed narrative writing artifacts for teacher education in the academic context. The artifact described in the following text, which is given as an example, is implemented at the University of Geneva and is intended for prospective secondary teachers. During the second year of their master's program, trainee teachers are required to give an assessment of their professional development based on short narratives; the collection of these short narratives being summed up in a portfolio that is evaluated by teacher educators.
At first, in this artifact, prospective teachers write short texts about critical situations they have to cope with. They are also requested to collect significant traces connected to these critical situations. These traces, which should relate to their main concerns, reflect experiences linked to teaching. They can be of various forms and have various contents; for example, pupils' works, lesson plans, newspapers, scientific articles, course notes, diaries, and so forth.
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Within the artifact for narrative writing, prospective teachers first analyze, in peer interaction, the selected traces connected to the critical situations to organize them around four axes:
1. Entering the profession (professional choice, life path, other professional experiences), 2. Evolution of concerns and representations about teaching, 3. Professional knowledge under construction or already constructed, and 4. Unanswered questions and further needs regarding professional development.
The prospective teachers then individually compose narratives by voluntarily selecting certain critical situations among those that have been previously analyzed among peers to say something about themselves as prospective teachers. The critical situations are meant to represent their trajectory regarding various questionings referring to the academic context and the field experience. Finally, the prospective teachers produce a portfolio containing a collection of selected narratives to outline a number of professional knowledge components that have been acquired throughout their teacher training as well as some elements of the teachers-to-be professional identity.
The final version of the portfolio must show a combination of different types of knowledge coming from various sources: academic, practical, scientific, and stemming from professional regulations. Through the analysis of personal practical experience, that is, the initial critical situations that occurred in the classroom, this reflective analysis should rise above anecdotal discourse and be integrated into a more general as well as personal reflection.
METHODOLOGICAL GUIDELINES
We work with written narratives stemming from educational artifacts such as ours that was described earlier. Our approach is initially descriptive, then interpretative and hermeneutic. Firstly, we analyze the narratives according to the grid's categories. We account for every time an element appears in relation to these categories. To that end, we look through each text several times to get a complete view of the narratives. After analyzing the narratives, we interpret them on the basis of the categories of the grid and point out the dominant features of each narrative. In doing so, we deconstruct each text to point out the various discursive ways of building professional knowledge.
At this point, we also identify discourse topics as opposed to sentence topics. Discourse topics are partly implicit and require an inferential work process within the texts. We can describe this analytical process in six steps by 1. Summarizing the principal concerns the teachers have and the themes in relation with these concerns 2. Dividing the text into segments and characterizing them according to the categories of the grid (numbers appearing in the first column of Table 1 ) 3. Pointing out the dominances according to each category (with the help of NVivo software) 4. Pointing out the relations between the categories 5. Pointing out discourse topics 6. Pointing out forms of appropriation and elaboration of professional knowledge On the basis of these six descriptive steps, we then concentrate on particular text segments that are saturated with indicators because they offer us more and better information about the discursive elements and how these are intertwined. These indicators are organized His reference to his PhD and the fact that he is fond of general knowledge: expression of a topic, the "I" with a well-built way of thinking is focused on this topic of quest for truth
Critical reflective spectrum about the knowledge which is being taught 80 If scientific teaching has its limits, of course it is the same with educational research.
Comparison between science and educational research: reference to academic contexts to frame his teacher education practice 81 And this is particularly true of practical knowledge which is however very useful to beginners, whether just hired or with more practical experience.
Cognitive-reflective operations: analysis of both scientific teaching and educational research Analysis is going on while taking into account practical knowledge Critical analysis of the beginners and of the more experienced teachers in the work situation
82
In fact, practical knowledge depends on the context.
Affirmative sentence mood (the author questions here and further in his text the validity of both scientific and experiential knowledge)
103 Personally, (. . .), I believe that the problem is the following: do we accept that some pupils leave the classroom having been taught about evolution without being truly convinced, and without really understanding the theories of evolution?
Reference to his own work situation, implicated "I" as a teacher, assuming a self-imputation standpoint, questioning the curriculum, the way it is taught and the pupils according to four interdependent systems: a conceptual system for the elaboration of knowledge contents; the enunciation system, that is, the speaker's point of view in the enunciation, the modalization markers, and the textualization; and the reflexivity and regulation system (Buysse & Vanhulle, 2010) . Hence, by going beyond a descriptive approach, our research becomes interpretative (hermeneutic), by linking the text segments we have identified with each other. This text analysis involves two reading paths: diachronic, through the text, and synchronic (unit of meaning by unit of meaning). Table 1 is an example of our methodology to show some of these segments taken from a narrative written by a prospective biology teacher. The first column contains the number of the segments, the second the content of the segment, and the third column comments based on the ADAP grid items.
INTERPRETATIONS OF INITIAL CONCERNS THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OF DISCOURSES ABOUT PROFESSIONAL APPRENTICESHIP GRID
The example in Table 1 shows the way we interpret the narratives according to our grid. This narrative is an example of what prospective teachers write in a writing artifact such as the one described earlier in Point 3. It also provides an example of our analysis. This detailed analysis of their narratives helps us to understand how teachers transform initial concerns, as revealed in their choice of critical situations traces, into questions that can generate elements of professional knowledge. In Dewey's (1938) terms, it is a process of inquiry more or less similar to a scientific investigation, in the way concepts are used, how deliberating about the affects encountered in the span of concrete experience takes place, how the consequences of actions performed in the workplace are valuated, and finally in the search of appropriate words to formalize the knowledge gained from that experience.
The following examples in Tables 2-4 , based on questions linked to initial critical situations, illustrate how this transformation emerges through the guided discursive narrative process. We insist on the fact that the questions presented here are rooted in the early narratives dealing with problematic situations prospective teachers were confronted with in their classrooms. We first highlight the initial expression of recurring concerns (classroom management, pupils' motivation, evaluation); we then look at the formulation of these concerns after a discussion among peers, with trainers, and after a first written draft (numbered); and finally we comment on these questions according to the grid's categories. These later questionings, as stated in the narratives being summed up in the portfolio, involve various aspects of professional knowledge under formalization: values; reflection about the concept of authority in education; and predicative relations: human relationships, taking "needs" into account, and valuation ends/means (staying open or being authoritative). In some questions, the reflective spectrum is technical-for example, all the "how to" questions; or contextual, when taking into account elements from the contexts; and sometimes even critical-for example, the last question which suggests that within the same institution, different or even conflicting points of view coexist. We consider that the questions in Table 2 How to evaluate pupils in a fair and reliable way?
Questions as stated in the narratives 1. According to Allal (1991) , evaluation implies specific criteria: How to evaluate my pupils using specific criteria to make them learn and progress? 2. Do we have to take into account the heterogeneity of the classroom when building a test? 3. What sort of formative evaluation should be proposed to evaluate pupils' understanding of narrative structures and text genres? may regulate actions (notably the "how to" questions), conceptions (e.g., Question 2), and of underlying affective elements (e.g., Question 5).
Components of professional knowledge are integrated into the questions in Table 3 as they are written in the trainee teachers' portfolio, such as a contextual description (Question 4), the legitimization of personal actions and choices (Questions 2 and 3), and propositions involving predicative relations (Questions 3 and 4) . The reflective spectrums of these questions in Table 3 are technical (Questions 3 and 4), critical (Questions 1 and 3), and contextual (Question 4). The questions in Table 3 could trigger a regulation of conceptions (Questions 1, 2, and 3); of actions (Question 3); or of underlying elements of values, beliefs, or motivations (Questions 1, 2, and 3) . The modalizations are mostly deontic.
Questions 2 and 3 in Table 4 , by expressing motives and by showing that the theoretical conceptions of evaluation have been incorporated into the prospective teachers thinking, already contain a component of professional knowledge in the making. The reflective spectrums of the questions in Table 4 are all technical; they can involve a regulation of actions and conceptions (e.g., Question 3). The modalizations are deontic. In Question 1 of Table 4 , knowledge about evaluation from scientific corpus is solicited (reference to Allal, 1991) .
In this section, we have shown that the first discursive transformation of an initial concern consists in putting it into more precise words to question some "doxas" (e.g., the need to maintain silence in the classroom) or to link concerns together (e.g., the need to teach in a differentiated way and to evaluate all pupils with the same tests). to use concepts (e.g., differentiation, formative evaluation, narrative structures and text genres), to review the questioning according to a specific context (within the internship or outside the internship), to modalize it (according to what I think is true, is right according to rules and regulations, is the most adapted to the situation, is in accordance with my personal values), and to adopt a point of view (according to me, to what I have read, to what teachers say). This first step contributes to transform the initial concern as stated in the critical situation into emergent professional knowledge.
We have discussed some of the fundamental concerns of the prospective teachers as they appear in their short narratives and, by doing so, we have shown both several of their unanswered questions and that they are still moving on uncertain grounds. They are sometimes quite unable to solve the problems they are dealing with, even though these problems also provide fruitful grounds for personal thinking, a margin of maneuver and room for creativity.
OUTCOMES AND DISCUSSIONS

Writing to Become a Teacher
How do students become proper teachers, once they have graduated as specialists in a given school subject? In the context of secondary teacher education, they could define themselves as mathematicians, physicians, economists, or musicians, but how can they go beyond the representation that being a specialist is enough to transmit their specific knowledge to pupils?
For teacher education, the target is to stimulate a complete change in this kind of representation. Similarly to what must be changed, this target needs other strategies than a strictly academic transmission of results of educational research, or of scientific concepts, regulations, or teaching tips. These alternative education strategies must engage the students as prospective teachers in a genuine appropriation process of the contents, techniques, and finalities that define the teaching activity. Hence, experience gained in internship represents a firm basis to start this process of appropriation, insofar as a reflective process takes place through an assessment of the contents, techniques, and finalities acquired in the workplace context and transforms it to generally applicable professional knowledge. This assessment and analysis involves the use of both narrative and expositive discourses genres.
The education artifact we have presented is aimed at going beyond the simple stimulation of reflective processes through peer interaction and oral speech about experience. It is based on the Vygotskian thesis that argues that development of high mental functions involves a two-sided process on the subject's proximal development zone: one that is first initiated by a social trigger and involves an external regulation process, and one emerging through an internal continuous self-regulation process. Peers' and trainers' interactions about the students' narratives are organized to encourage them to further engage in a self-process of restructuration and refiguration of their practice through writing. This writing is narrative but must be oriented to a more precise conceptualization of what defines the teachers' activity. Hence, the use of narratives makes it possible to take into account the affective and pragmatic dimensions of the students' concerns and practice before reframing them into theorizations.
In accordance with what Vygotsky called the "experimental method in psychology," our research is aimed at the description and understanding of the psychological processes emerging in artifacts based on the production of written texts within our type of training setup (or artifact). In this perspective, our grid of linguistic indicators is a tool that provides elements linked to the following question: How can a teacher's professional thought emerge through the use of language, particularly through the use of an academic artifact such as the written narrative genre?
Appropriation of Professional Knowledge: Beyond Expression and Communication
Most of the prospective teachers complete the writing assignment by addressing it to their trainers in a kind of dialogue, using an "authentic" I-form. In our text example (Table 1) , the prospective teacher, a biologist, is criticizing both scientific knowledge and experiential knowledge. His message is explicitly addressed to us as teacher educators but also as professors responsible for scientific disciplines. His message can be reformulated as follows: "Which knowledge can I rely on when pupils do not adhere to a Darwinian perspective? Who can help me to convey the truth to these teenagers?"
His complaint is not just a kind of desperate self-expression. He tries to "dialogize" a dilemma, referring indirectly to a discussion that once occurred in one of the seminars. The student wondered if the teacher's first role was to transmit a corpus of "scientific certitudes," or if it was above all to stimulate his pupils to develop a critical thought reaching beyond ideas of common sense? This prospective teacher expresses a profound professional concern originating from a major experience, transforming this concern into a critical and practical problem to solve. The solution he imagines lies in listening to his pupils while firmly maintaining his position as an expert and a teacher: He is a biologist who teaches biology in terms of skills and academic knowledge. In doing so, he does not only "keep face," he also fully endorses his professional identity.
Toward a Better Understanding of Professional Activity
This example, among a lot of others, illustrates the influence of social mediation on the construction of professional knowledge. The text written by this prospective biology teacher (Table 1) is influenced by a discussion with peers and trainers that took place in the context of the education artifact. The author has internalized the fundamental point of this discussion: Teachers have to teach formal knowledge, but they have to do so while taking into account the fact that some adolescents show resistance to learning. He starts to understand what the core of a teacher's activity is: Be in touch with his student's main concerns. At this point, he is neither a learner-student nor a teacher-student, but a teacher-to-be who begins to understand what the teaching profession is. Therefore, one of the essential features of the educational artifact we propose-seminars and production of narrative written texts-consists in creating a "heuristic" tension, leading from emotional concerns to a more pragmatic, more critical, and more creative professional questioning.
We think that this type of educational artifact can function as a mediation mechanism that is social, by stimulating the involvement in the collective task of reviewing practice, and semiotic, by engaging the students on a quest for meaning and prompting them to work on their own form of appropriation of knowledge and action. The writing artifact, however, as we have shown, needs crucial specific features to stimulate both the development of reflexivity and the reflective self. These are outlined in the following text.
The most important feature is allowing real-life experiences to become "objects" aimed at being questioned, even if they are positive and unproblematic. This "objectivation" of situations experienced in the workplace allows the identification of regularities defining the professional activity. Objectivation is a way to create generalization beyond individual contexts. This requires the use of concepts: A scientific approach based on concepts and on their epistemic appropriation is a prerequisite to go beyond common sense and ordinary concepts. Such a work of generalization through the use of scientific concepts consists in relying words and ideas on a reflective manner. This objectivation also strongly depends on social communication process. As shown by Vygotsky, human communication only can be considered as a real interaction because it implies the use of speech. Humans create concepts and generalizations about reality shaping and adjusting words: "Social interaction based on rational understanding, on the intentional transmission of experience and thought, requires some systems of means" (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 38) . And he adds that human speech emerged as a system with the need to interact socially in the working process. That implies that signs are relied which meanings: "To communicate an experience or some other content of consciousness to another person, it must be related to a class or group of phenomena" (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 39) ; so, this requires generalization: "Social interaction presupposes generalization and the development of verbal meaning; generalization becomes possible only with the development of social interaction" (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 39) .
In this perspective, writing is definitely not an idiosyncratic process. It is deeply anchored in a social process. Analyzing the events they describe in their narratives with others (peers, trainers, but also authors, scholars, etc.), students can reconfigure their interpretations about the situations they lived, internalizing concepts. The written contents they elaborate and even the forms they give to this elaboration are produced in a kind of "social dialogue with themselves" to quote the famous words of Vygotski (2004).
In addition, writing narrative texts is not a magical trick to become a reflective student. The narrative genre must be seen as a type of discourse that goes beyond telling stories or summing up anecdotic facts. Moreover, this kind of discourse includes forms of other genres of discourse-argumentation, explanation, pertaining to theoretical discourse. The balance between narrative and theoretical discourses creates what we call the "reflective genre."
This form of discourse opens on a perspective that reconfigures a learning and development process of the prospective teacher by including not only the conceptual understanding of concrete realities but also an interpretation engaging the author into a self-projection toward these realities-his or her creativity, margin for maneuver depending on his or her capacity of self-imputation.
From Practical Knowledge to Professional Knowledge and Vice Versa
We see that professional knowledge is built from authentic concerns linked with significant events, passed or anticipated, that students can talk about during interactive seminars: The first moment of this construction needs a contextualization. The critical situations the teachers have experienced, or projected, in the workplace are at the core of these verbal exchanges. But professional knowledge must be subsequently decontextualized to become a set of utterances with a greater or lesser level of generalization that transforms them into proposals that can be shared with other practitioners. Writing represents the link between those moments.
Some important outcomes of our research program can be outlined as follows:
• The more convergent linguistic indicators the written text presents, the more professional knowledge is elaborated. This convergence reflects the links between different elements: content elaboration; enunciation, the speaker's viewpoint in the enunciation, modalization markers, and textualization; reflexivity and regulation (Vanhulle, 2009 ); • The higher the degree of convergence between these systems is, the more the initial rooting in the teacher's concerns gives meaning to the professional activity; • The more clearly this meaning appears, the more indicators of regulation are present in the text. This means that reflexivity can induce change in practices but that the relationship between reflexivity and regulation is not automatic (Buysse & Vanhulle, 2010) ; • The interplay between these elements appears in texts that clearly integrate systems of reference, including the careful use of scientific concepts and precepts, even precepts coming from the workplace. This point leads us to the idea that teachers resolve sources of tension by creating a more integrated view about teaching using their own words. We have called this subjectivation (Vanhulle, 2005 (Vanhulle, , 2009 (Vanhulle, , 2011 : a discursive process that goes beyond relevant adaptations to the education goals.
necessary to these competencies, and they also highlight the meanings prospective teachers assign to their professional actions. In addition, Vanhulle (2005 Vanhulle ( , 2009 ) observed strong links between commitments in writing and progress in practices, through what she called the subjectivation process. We assume with others that professional competencies develop by being embedded in discursive competencies (Bulea, in press; Vanhulle, 2009 Vanhulle, , 2013 . Within the narratives, we grasp the theories, concepts, norms, and values, related to actions, which prospective teachers regulate. Because these elements are strongly related to actions, we assume they have an effect on them.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS
For students, the writing of that sort of narratives is not easy because they have not frequently used such genres of discourse in their academic curriculum (Sayers, 2005) . Nevertheless, these education artifacts are worthwhile insofar as they allow to tackle the students' initial representations and concerns and to stimulate change in the short-and we also believe-in the long term. As for trainers, they represent an important support not only on an interpersonal level but also in providing them with didactic instruments to write and discuss with others. Among other things, narratives included in portfolios and reflective texts should typically be considered an ongoing self-construction process offering the opportunity for the prospective teacher to constantly enrich his or her trajectory by incorporating new field experiences. In other words, a portfolio shows a specific point in time of someone's story, a reflective draft that highlights one particular moment in an endless process.
NOTES
1. Members of the TALK (Theory, Actions, Languages, and Knowledge) research group: Sabine Vanhulle (director), Kristine Balslev, Cristian Bota, Dominika Dobrowolska, Santiago Mosquera, Sandra Pellanda Dieci, Anne Perréard-Vité, Edyta Tominska, and Jean-Marc Tosi.
2. The term prospective teacher refers to both students in their last year of primary teacher education and students in secondary teacher education. In the secondary teacher education program in Canton Geneva, prospective teachers have a master in their field (French, Mathematics, Geography, etc.), and they are part-time in an internship implying the same responsibilities as in-service teachers.
3. We thank the reviewers of our text for the stimulating and interesting comments helping us rewrite it.
4. Since 1996, Sabine Vanhulle, and later the TALK research team, have analyzed a large amount of narratives and other reflexive texts from prospective primary and secondary teachers (Buysse & Vanhulle, 2010; Pellanda-Dieci et al., in press; Vanhulle, 2005 Vanhulle, , 2009 Vanhulle, , 2011 Vanhulle, , 2013 . For more detailed information, see http://www.unige.ch/fapse/tales/index.html
